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We re-examine the three-dimensional spinless Falicov-Kimball model with dispersive f electrons at half
filling, addressing the dispute about the formation of an excitonic condensate, which is closely related to the
problem of electronic ferroelectricity. To this end, we work out a slave-boson functional integral representation
of the suchlike extended Falicov-Kimball model that preserves the SO�2� � U�1��2 invariance of the action.
We find a spontaneous pairing of c electrons with f holes, building an excitonic insulator state at low tem-
peratures, also for the case of initially nondegenerate orbitals. This is in contrast to recent predictions of scalar
slave-boson mean-field theory but corroborates previous Hartree-Fock and random-phase approximation re-
sults. Our more precise treatment of correlation effects, however, leads to a substantial reduction in the critical
temperature. The different behavior of the partial densities of states in the weak and strong interorbital Cou-
lomb interaction regimes supports a BCS-Bose-Einstein condensate transition scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The excitonic instability in solids is driven by the Cou-
lomb attraction between electrons and holes which under cer-
tain conditions causes them to form bound states. At the
semimetal-semiconductor transition the conventional ground
state of the crystal may become unstable with respect to the
spontaneous formation of excitons. Starting from a semi-
metal with a sufficiently small number of electrons and
holes, such that the Coulomb interaction is basically un-
screened, the number of free carriers will vary discontinu-
ously under an applied perturbation,1 signaling a phase tran-
sition. Approaching the transition from the semiconductor
side, an anomaly occurs when the �indirect� band gap, tuned,
e.g., by external pressure, becomes less then the exciton
binding energy.2 As a consequence, a new distorted phase of
the crystal, with spontaneous coherence between conduction
and valence bands and a gap for charged excitations, devel-
ops. It separates, below a critical temperature, the semimetal
from the semiconductor. This state, known as “excitonic in-
sulator” �EI�, can be regarded as an electron-hole pair �exci-
ton� condensate.3 By nature, depending on from which side
of the semimetal-semiconductor transition the EI is ap-
proached, the EI typifies either as a BCS condensate of
loosely bound electron-hole pairs or as a Bose-Einstein con-
densate �BEC� of preformed tightly bound excitons.4–6

The mean-field description of the EI phase is very similar
to the BCS theory of superconductivity and has been worked
out long-time ago.7–12 In this context also the transition from
BCS to BE condensation was discussed.4,13–15 Surprisingly
enough, the quantitative semimetal-EI-semiconductor phase
diagram has been determined only quite recently.15–17 All
these investigations, having normal �excited� semiconductor
systems in mind, rest on the standard effective-mass Mott-
Wannier-type exciton model. Thereby important band-
structure and correlation effects, as well as the exciton-
excition and exciton-phonon interaction, and the intervalley
scattering of excitons were largely neglected.

In nature, the EI state is evidently rare. One obstacle for
creating an excitonic condensate is the far-off-equilibrium
situation caused by optical excitation of excitons. But also in
thermal equilibrium situations, EI states are expected to oc-
cur only under very particular circumstances, e.g., if conduc-
tion and valence bands are adequately nested.18 Actual ma-
terials experimentally studied from the viewpoint of the EI
are numbered. One recent example is quasi-one-dimensional
Ta2NiSe5 with highly polarizable Se, where angle-resolved
photoemission spectra reveal an extreme valence-band top
flattening indicating that the ground state might be viewed as
an EI.19 At present, the transition-metal dichalcogenide
1T-TiSe2 seems to be the only candidate for a low-
temperature phase transition to the EI without the influence
of any external parameters other than the temperature. Here
the onset of an EI phase was invoked as driving force
for the charge-density-wave transition.20,21 Semiconducting,
pressure-sensitive mixed-valence materials, such as
TmSe0.45Te0.55, are further candidates for exciton condensa-
tion. Fine tuning the excitonic level to the narrow 4f valence
band, a rather large number of about 1020–1021 cm−3 �small-
to-intermediate sized� excitons can be created, which pre-
sumably condense into an EI state, at temperatures below 20
K in the pressure range between 5 and 11 kbar.22–24 Clearly,
for these rather complex transition-metal/rare-earth com-
pounds with strong electronic correlations, simple effective-
mass-model-based theories will be too crude.

The investigation of Falicov-Kimball-type models offers
another promising route toward the theoretical description of
the EI scenario. In its original form, the Falicov-Kimball
model25,26 contains two types of fermions: localized f elec-
trons and itinerant c electrons with orbital energies Ef and
Ec, respectively. An on-site Coulomb interaction U of both
species determines the distribution of the electrons between
the f and c subsystems, and therefore may drive a valence
transition, provided there is a way to establish f-c coherence.
At first glance this can only be achieved by including a hy-
bridization of the f and c bands.27,28 It has been shown, how-
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ever, that a finite f bandwidth, being certainly more realistic
than entirely localized f electrons, will also induce f-c
transitions.29,30 The model with direct c-c and f-f hopping
��tc/f�, is sometimes called extended Falicov-Kimball model
�EFKM�, the Hamiltonian of which takes the form

H = Ec�
i

ci
†ci + tc�

�i,j�
ci

†cj + Ef�
i

f i
†f i + tf�

�i,j�
f i

†f j + U�
i

nicnif .

�1�

Here f i
† �ci

†� creates an f�c� electron at lattice site i and nif
= f i

†f i �nic=ci
†ci� are the corresponding number operators. Let

us emphasize that the f and c bands involved have different
parity.29 For tftc�0 �tftc�0�, we may have a direct �indirect�
band gap. For tf �0 �dispersionless f band�, the local f elec-
tron number is strictly conserved.31

In the past few years, both the Falicov-Kimball model
with hybridization27,28,32–34 and the EFKM �Refs. 29–31 and
35� have been studied in connection with the exciting idea of
electronic ferroelectricity. The origin of electronic ferroelec-
tricity is a spontaneously broken symmetry due to a nonva-
nishing �c†f� average, which causes finite electrical polariz-
ability without an external, interband-transition driving field.
As �c†f� is basically an excitonic expectation value, indicat-
ing the pairing of c electrons with f holes, the problem of
electronic ferroelectricity is intimately connected with the
appearance of an excitonic condensate. Accordingly, the
question whether the ground-state phase diagram of the
EFKM exhibits an EI state has attracted much attention. By
means of constrained path Monte Carlo �CPMC� techniques
the T=0 phase diagram of the EFKM was determined in one
and two dimensions in the strong- and intermediate-coupling
regimes.29,30 In both cases a ferroelectric phase was detected.
A subsequent Hartree-Fock calculation shows that the mean-
field phase diagram of the two-dimensional �2D� EFKM
agrees even quantitatively with the CPMC data,35 supporting
the applicability of Hartree-Fock and RPA schemes to three-
and infinite-dimensional systems.31,35,36 Surprisingly, the
more sophisticated scalar slave-boson theory failed to find
the EI phase when the f and c orbitals are nondegenerate.37

The continued controversy, regarding the existence of the EI
phase in the EFKM, motivates us to re-examine the problem
using an improved auxiliary boson approach that ensures the
rotational and gauge symmetries of the EFKM within a func-
tional integral scheme.

II. SLAVE-BOSON THEORY

A. Slave-boson Hamiltonian

The extended Falicov-Kimball Hamiltonian �1� can be re-
written as an asymmetric Hubbard model if the orbital flavor
�f ,c� is represented by a pseudospin variable ��= ↑ ,↓�. Us-
ing the spinor representation

ai = �ai↑

ai↓
�, ai

† = �ai↑
† ,ai↓

† �, t� = �� 0

0 1
� , �2�

where the vectors ai�ai
†� are built up by the fermion annihi-

lation �creation� operators ai↑
�†�� f i

�†� and ai↓
�†��ci

�†�, H be-
comes

H = �
i�

E�ai�
† ai� + �

�i,j�
ai

†t�a j + U�
i

ni↓ni↑. �3�

In Eq. �2�, �= t↑ / t↓ gives the ratio of the f and c bandwidths
�t↓=1 fixes the unit of energy�. Obviously, the usual Hubbard
model follows for E↑=E↓ and �=1. Without loss of general-
ity we choose E↓=0 and E↑�0 in what follows.

Now the slave-boson representation of the EFKM is con-
structed by replacing the fermionic Hilbert space by an en-
larged one of pseudofermionic and bosonic states. The local
states, representing the original physical states of the EFKM,
Eq. �1�, in the enlarged Hilbert space in a one-to-one manner,
can be created in the following way:

	0i� → ei
†	vac� , �4�

	2i� → ãi↑
† ãi↓

† di
†	vac� , �5�

	�i� → �
�

ãi�
† pi��

† 	vac� . �6�

The pseudofermions ãi� satisfy anticommutation rules

ãi� , ãj��

† �=	ij	��� while usual Bose commutation rules hold
for the slave bosons: �ei ,ej

†=	ij, �pi�1�2
, pj�3�4

† 
= 1

2	ij	�1�4
	�2�3

, and �di ,dj
†=	ij. The boson number opera-

tors, ei
†ei, 2 Tr p� i

†p� i, and di
†di project on an empty, a singly

occupied and a doubly occupied, and state, respectively. By
introducing a slave-boson matrix operator for the case of
single occupancy, p� i

�†�, we adapt the spin-rotation-invariant
slave-boson formulation of the Hubbard model38 �for a gen-
eralization to multiorbital models see Ref. 39�, in order to
avoid difficulties that may arise from the scalar nature of the
p� bosons in approximative treatments.37,40 The decomposi-
tion

p� i
�†� =

1

2 �

=0

3

��
pi

�†� �7�

into scalar �singlet� pi0
�†� and vector �triplet� p� i

�†�

= �pix
�†� , piy

�†� , piz
�†�� components, where ��0 is the unity matrix

and ��� the vector of Pauli spin matrices, is given as

p� i
�†� =

1

2
� pi0

�†� + piz
�†� pix

�†� − ipiy
�†�

pix
�†� + ipiy

�†� pi0
�†� − piz

�†� � . �8�

Of course, it is crucial to select out of the extended fermion-
boson Fock space the physical states. This can be achieved
by imposing two sets of local constraints,

Ci
�1� = ei

†ei + 2 Tr p� i
†p� i + di

†di − 1 = 0, �9�

C� i
�2� = ãi � ãi

† + 2p� i
†p� i + di

†di��0 − ��0 = 0. �10�

Ci
�1� expresses the completeness of the bosonic operators, i.e.,

each lattice site i can only be occupied by exactly one boson.
C� i

�2� relates the pseudofermion number to the number of p�
and d bosons.

Correspondingly, the mapping of the physical electron op-
erators into products of new pseudofermions and slave
bosons in the hopping term of H is
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ai → z�iãi. �11�

The choice of the hopping operators z�i is not unique. This
arbitrariness can be used, e.g., to reproduce, for the Hubbard
model case, the correct free-fermion result at U=0 and the
Gutzwiller result for any finite U at the mean-field level,
where the constraints, Eqs. �9� and �10�, are fulfilled only on
the average. This is guaranteed by choosing38,41

z�i = L� iei
†Mip� iN� i + L� ip̃� i

†MidiN� i �12�

with

L� i = ��1 − di
†di���0 − 2p� i

†p� i−1/2, �13�

N� i = ��1 − ei
†ei���0 − 2p̃� i

†p̃� i−1/2, �14�

Mi = �1 + ei
†ei + di

†di + 2 Tr p� i
†p� i1/2, �15�

and p̃i���
�†� =���pi−��−�

�†� . The Hubbard interaction term of H can
be bosonized via

ni↑ni↓ → di
†di. �16�

That is, the transformation to slave-boson fields results in a
linearization of the interaction and we end up with the
EFKM Hamiltonian in the form

H =
E↑
2 �

i

ãi
†���0 + ��z�ãi + �

�i,j�
ãi

†z�i
†t�z� jã j + U�

i

di
†di. �17�

B. Functional integral representation

To proceed further, it is convenient to represent the grand
canonical partition function of the constrained system �17�,
Z=Tr e−��H−
Ne�, as an imaginary-time path integral over
Grassmann fermionic and complex bosonic fields42

Z =� D�ā̃�, ã�D�e�,eD�p

� ,p
D�d�,dd��1�d�


�2�

� e−�0
�d�L��� �18�

with the Lagrangian

L��� = �
i

�− i
�1� + ei

���� + i
�1��ei + 2 Tr p� i

�T���� + i
�1����0

− � i
�2�T

�p� i
T + di

���� + i
�1� + U − Tr � i

�2��di

+ �
i

ãi���� − 
���0 + � i
�2� +

E↑
2

���0 + ��z��ãi

+ �
�i,j�

ãiz�i
�t�z� jã j . �19�

Here �=1 /T is the inverse temperature and the time-
independent Lagrange multipliers i

�1�, � i
�2�=i0

�2���0+� i
�2���� are

introduced to enforce the constraints via the integral repre-
sentation of the 	 function,43

	�C�l� =
�

2�i
�

c

c+2�i/�

d�l�e−��l�C�l�
�20�

�the path of the  integration is parallel to the imaginary axis
and one finds �R+ at the physical saddle point�.

Next, exploiting the gauge symmetry of the action, we
perform local time-dependent phase transformations,

ei → eie
−i�i, �21�

di → die
−i�i, �22�

p� i → p� ie
−i��i0��0−�iz��z�, �23�

ãi → ãie
−i��i0��0−�iz��z�. �24�

Note that both the original as well as the transformed Bose
fields are complex. By the transformation, Eq. �24�, the ki-
netic contribution generates extra terms violating the SO�2�
� U�1��3 invariance of the model. Transforming the
Lagrange multipliers into real time-dependent Bose fields,

i
�1� → i

�1� + i�̇i, �25�

� i
�2� → ei��i0��0−�iz��z�� i

�2�e−i��i0��0−�iz��z� − i��̇i0��0 − �̇iz��z� + i�̇i��0,

�26�

and, in addition, restricting the phase transformation to
SO�2� � U�1��2 symmetry by

�i = 2�i0 − �i, �27�

�i0 = − �i0 + �i, �28�

�iz = − �iz, �29�

the gauge invariance of the action is satisfied. We now make
use of the gauge freedom to remove three phases of the Bose
fields in radial gauge, where the fields are given as modulus
times a phase factor,

ei → 	ei	e−i�̃i, �30�

di → 	di	e−i�̃i, �31�

p� i →
1

2�



	pi
	��
e−i��̃i0��0−�̃iz��z�. �32�

As a consequence, three bosons, e.g., ei���, pi0���, and piz���,
can be taken as real valued, i.e., their kinetic terms, being
proportional to the time derivates in Eq. �19�, drop out due to
the periodic boundary conditions imposed on Bose fields
��i���=�i�0�. However, the other three bosons pix, piy, and
di remain complex,

di → 	di	e−i�i with �i = �̃i − 2�̃i0 + �̃i, �33�
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p� i →
1

2
� pi0 + piz �	pix	 − i	piy	�e−2i�̃iz

�	pix	 + i	piy	�e2i�̃iz pi0 − piz
� . �34�

This has to be contrasted to the SU�2� � U�1�-invariant Hub-
bard model �t-J model�, where only one Bose field stays
complex �all Bose fields become real�.44–46

Using the familiar Grassman integration formula,

� D�ā̃�, ã�e−�ā̃��− G−1����ã� = eTr ln�−G� −1�, �35�

the grand canonical partition function can be represented as a
functional integral over Bose fields only,

Z =� D�eD�p0D�px
�,pxD�py

�,py

�D�pzD�d�,dD��1�D�0
�2�D�� �2�e−S �36�

with the effective bosonic action

S = �
0

�

d���
i
�− i

�1� + i
�1�ei

2 + �



�i
�1� − i0

�2��	pi
	2 − pi0�p� i
�

+ p� i�� i
�2� − i� i

�2��p� i
� � p� i� + �i

�1� + U − 2i0
�2��	di	2

+ pix
� �� pix + piy

� �� piy + di
��� di�� − Tr ln
− G�ij�,���

−1 ��,���� ,

�37�

where the inverse Green propagator is given by

G�ij�,���
−1 ��,��� = ��− �� + 
 − i0

�2��	��� −
E↑
2

���0 + ��z����

− � i
�2�������	ij	�� − ��� − �z�i

�t�z� j����,����1 − 	ij� .

�38�

The trace in Eq. �37� extends over time, space, and spin
variables.

The Hermitian z�i matrix can be brought into the form

z�i = � 	xi1	2zi1 + 	xi2	2zi2 xi1yi1
� zi1 + xi2yi2

� zi2

xi1
� yi1zi1 + xi2

� yi2zi2 	yi1	2zi1 + 	yi2	2zi2
� , �39�

where

�xi1

yi1
� =

1

Ci−
�pix − ipiy

pi − piz
� , �40�

�xi2

yi2
� =

1

Ci+
�pix − ipiy

− pi − piz
� �41�

are the eigenvectors of p� i, p̃� i with

pi = 	p� i	 = �	pix	2 + 	piy	2 + piz
2 , �42�

Ci� = �2pi�pi � piz�1/2, �43�

and

zi1 = ��1 − 	di	2� −
1

2
�pi0 + pi�2�−1/2

�
1
�2

�ei�pi0 + pi� + di�pi0 − pi�

���1 − ei
2� −

1

2
�pi0 − pi�2�−1/2

, �44�

zi2 = ��1 − 	di	2� −
1

2
�pi0 − pi�2�−1/2

�
1
�2

�ei�pi0 − pi� + di�pi0 + pi�

���1 − ei
2� −

1

2
�pi0 + pi�2�−1/2

. �45�

Then we get

zi↑↓ = xi1yi1
� �zi1 − zi2� , �46�

zi↓↑ = xi1
� yi1�zi1 − zi2� . �47�

We note that only for the half-filled band case �n↑+n↓
=1, ei= 	di	�, we find that zi1=zi2=zi, i.e.,

z�i = zi��0 �48�

becomes diagonal, and the matrix elements of the original
Hamiltonian are reproduced by the slave-boson transformed
model. That means, Eq. �36� with Eqs. �37�–�48� provide an
exact representation of the partition function for the EFKM
at half filling. By contrast, for the SU�2�-invariant Hubbard
Hamiltonian with �=1 and E↑=0, the slave-boson represen-
tation of Z holds exactly for all fillings.

For the EFKM case with t↑t↓�0 �direct gap in the
paraphase for large 	E↑	�, the EI order parameter �� and the
“Hartree shift” �z are, respectively, given as31,35,36

�� =
U

N
�

i

�ai↓
† ai↑� , �49�

�z =
U

N
�
i�

��ai�
† ai�� . �50�

Using the constraints, Eq. �10�, these relations can be ex-
pressed as functional averages,

�� =
U

N
�

i

�pi0�pix − ipiy�� , �51�

�z = 2
U

N
�

i

�pi0piz� . �52�

C. Saddle-point approximation

The evaluation of Eq. �36� is usually carried out by a loop
expansion of the collective action, Eq. �37�. At the first level
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of approximation, the bosonic fields are replaced by their
time-averaged values, and one looks for an extremum of the
bosonized action with respect to the Bose and Lagrange mul-
tiplier fields �i�= �ei , pi0 , p� i ,di ,i

�1� ,i0
�2� ,� i

�2��,

�S

��i�
= 0 � S̄ = S	�i�=�̄i�

. �53�

The physically relevant saddle point 
�̄i�� is determined to
give the lowest free energy �per site�,

f̄ = �̄/N + 
n , �54�

where, at given mean electron density n=n↑+n↓, the chemi-
cal potential 
 is fixed by the requirement

n = −
1

N

��̄

�

. �55�

�̄= S̄ /� denotes the grand canonical potential. Clearly, an
unrestricted minimization of the free energy is impossible for
an infinite system, even within the static approximation. Fo-
cusing on the possible existence of the EI phase, we consider
only uniform solutions hereafter: 
�̄i��= 
�̄��. Note that the
inclusion of a charge-density-wave phase is straightforward,
e.g., by adapting the two-sublattice slave-boson treatment
worked out for the Peierls-Hubbard model.46–48

Examining a tight-binding direct-band-gap situation in
three dimensions, we have

z���� k� z� = z2�k� t� �56�

with

z2 =
2p0

2d2

�1 − d2 −
1

2
�p0 + p�2��1 − d2 −

1

2
�p0 − p�2� �57�

and

�k� = − 2�cos kx + cos ky + cos kz . �58�

The trace in Eq. �37� can be easily performed in the
momentum-frequency domain after diagonalizing the propa-
gator in pseudospin space. Then the free-energy functional
takes the form

f��� = �1��e2 + p0
2 + p2 + d2 − 1� − 2�

�2�p0p� − 2z
�2�p0pz

+ Ud2 +
1

�N
�
k��

ln�1 − nk�� + 
̃n , �59�

where

nk�� = �exp
��Ek�� − 
̃�� + 1−1 �60�

holds with the quasiparticle energies ��=��,

Ek�� =
1

2
�E↑ + �� + 1�z2�k�

+ ��1

4
�E↑ + 2z

�2� + �� − 1�z2�k�2 + ��
�2��2. �61�

Here we have introduced �
�2�= ���x

�2��2+ �y
�2��2, p�

= ��px
2+ py

2, and 
̃=
−0
�2�.

Requiring that f becomes stationary with respect to the
variation in the �� we obtain the following set of saddle-
point equations,

z
�2� =

1

2

pz

p0
� z2

2d2 −
1

p0
2 − p2�z2I , �62�

�
�2� =

1

2

p�

p0
� z2

2d2 −
1

p0
2 − p2�z2I , �63�

p0pz =
1

2

1

N
�
k��

�mk�nk��, �64�

p0p� =
1

2

1

N
�
k��

�Mk�nk��, �65�

p0
2 =

1

2
+

1

2
��1 − z2��1 − 4p0

2p2� , �66�

d2 =
1

2z2�z2�2 − p0
2 − p2� + 2p0

2

− 2p0
�z2�2 − p0

2 − p2� + z4p2 + p0
2  , �67�

U + 2�
�2� p�

p0
+ 2z

�2� pz

p0
=

2d2 − p0
2 + z2p2

2p0
2d2 z2I �68�

with

I = �� + 1�
1

N
�
k��

�k�nk�� + �� − 1�
1

N
�
k��

�mk��k�nk��, �69�

mk� =
E↑ + 2z

�2� + �� − 1�z2�k�

��E↑ + 2z
�2� + �� − 1�z2�k��2 + �2�

�2��2
, �70�

Mk� =
2�

�2�

��E↑ + 2z
�2� + �� − 1�z2�k��2 + �2�

�2��2
. �71�

The EI order parameter, Eq. �49�, and Hartree shift, Eq. �50�,
become

�� = Up0p�, �72�

�z = 2Up0pz. �73�

D. Zero temperature: BI to EI transition

At zero temperature, the EFKM exhibits a trivial band
insulator �BI� phase of a completely filled f �empty c� band
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�n=1, E↑�0�, provided the Hartree gap is finite,

�H�T = 0� = 	E↑ + 2z
�2�	 − 6�	�	 + 1� � 0. �74�

That is to say, in the BI phase we have d2=0, n↑=1, n↓=0,
and in no way f-c coherence can develop: p�=�

�2�=0. Then
mk� =−1 for all k�, and nk�−=1, nk�+=0 result from Eq. �60� with
Eq. �61�. The constraint, Eq. �10�, gives, together with Eq.
�64�, p0= pz=1 /�2, leading to z2=1, as for a noninteracting
system. At the same time, I=0 according to Eq. �69�, and the
correlation Eq. �68� reduces to U+2z

�2�=0, which gives �z
=−2z

�2� for the BI.
Looking for an instability of the BI toward an EI state, we

find from Eq. �63� that �
�2�=−�� near the critical Coulomb

interaction Uc2. Multiplying Eq. �65� by U, for ���0, we
get the T=0 gap equation

1 =
1

2

U

N
�

k

nk�− − nk�+

�1

4
�E↑ − �z + �� − 1��k�2 + ��

2

, �75�

which agrees with the Hartree-Fock result.36 As a conse-
quence, our SO�2�-invariant slave-boson approach repro-
duces the BI-EI phase boundary of the EFKM Hartree-Fock
ground-state phase diagram.31,35 At least for the 2D case it
has been demonstrated that this phase boundary agrees al-
most perfectly with that obtained by the CPMC method.30,35

This also applies to our SO�2�-invariant slave-boson ap-
proach, e.g., for the 2D EFKM with �=−0.3 and U=2, we
obtain the critical value 	E↑,c 	 =3.23�3.26� for the EI-BI tran-
sition, using the 2D tight-binding �square� density of states
�DOS�, in comparison with 	E↑,c

CPMC 	 =3.29 �cf. Fig. 3 in Ref.
30�.

E. Scalar slave-boson approach

If one contrariwise adopts the scalar slave-boson theory40

by introducing only four auxiliary bosonic fields per site, ei,
pi�, and di, where pi↑

† pi↑ �pi↓
† pi↓� projects on a singly occu-

pied f-�c-� electron site i, the p� i matrix becomes diagonal,

p� i =
1

2
�pi0 + piz 0

0 pi0 − piz
� . �76�

That means, the “spin-flip” terms in Eq. �10�,

ãi↑
† ãi↓ = 2pi↑↓

† pi↑↑ + 2pi↓↓
† pi↑↓, �77�

ãi↓
† ãi↑ = 2pi↑↑

† pi↓↑ + 2pi↓↑
† pi↓↓, �78�

do not occur. As these terms, in view of Eqs. �49� and �51�,
are essential for the formation of an excitonic insulator, the
scalar slave-boson approach fails to describe the EI phase, at
least for finite orbital-energy difference E↑�0. At the �uni-
form� saddle-point level of approximation, within scalar
slave-boson theory, we find the band-renormalization factor

z2 =
d2�p↑ + p↓�2

n↑n↓
�79�

with p↑=�2p↑↑�p↓=�2p↓↓�, and the correlation Eq. �68� sim-
plifies to

U = z2� 1

p↑p↓
−

1

d2� 1

N
�

k�
���k�nk�↑ + �k�nk�↓� . �80�

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the numerical evaluation of the self-consistency loop,
Eqs. �54�–�71�, we proceed as follows: at given model pa-
rameters Ef, �, U, and fixed total particle density n=nf +nc
=1, we solve the finite-temperature saddle-point equations
for the slave-boson and Lagrange parameter fields 
�̄�� to-
gether with the equation for the renormalized chemical po-
tential 
̃ using an iteration technique. Thereby k� summations
were transformed into energy integrals, introducing the
�tight-binding� density of states for the simple cubic lattice.
Convergence is assumed to be achieved if all quantities are
determined with a relative error less than 10−6. Our numeri-
cal scheme allows for the investigation of different meta-
stable states corresponding to local minima of the variational
free-energy functional. Of course, we will always obtain a
homogeneous, translational invariant solution without spon-
taneous �polarization� exciton formation. In this case the f
and c bands are simply shifted by 2z

�2�, leading to a gapped
band structure at large enough U. Besides these simple
�semi-� metallic and BI phases, the T=0 Hartree-Fock
ground-state phase diagram of the half-filled EFKM exhibits
two symmetry-broken states:31,35 the anticipated EI and a
charge-density-wave phase. At Ef =Ec �degenerate orbitals�,
the charge-density-wave ground state is stable for all values
of �. It becomes rapidly suppressed, however, for Ef �Ec
�nondegenerate orbitals�, in particular, if the c and f band-
widths are comparable.35 As we are interested in the �uni-
form� EI phase only, we have confined our slave-boson ap-
proach to spatially uniform saddle points. With respect to
charge-density-wave formation this will be uncritical for the
parameter values studied in the following.

Figure 1 gives the slave-boson phase boundary of the EI

0 2 4 6 8 10
U

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

T

III IV

I II

excitonic insulator

E↑ = -2.4 , κ = −0.8

0 2 4 6 8 10

U

-1

0

∆ ⊥

T = 0

FIG. 1. �Color online� Stability region of the EI phase in the
three-dimensional �3D� half-filled EFKM �the arrow marks the criti-
cal coupling where the Hartree gap, Eq. �74�, opens. The inset
shows the order parameter at zero temperature. Red dotted curves
give the Hartree-Fock results for comparison.
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in the U-T plane, calculated for E↑=−2.4 and �=−0.8. Most
notably, we obtain a stable EI solution for the nondegenerate
band case, which has to be contrasted with the result of the
scalar slave-boson approach.37

Let us first discuss the T=0 data. Here the numerical
semimetal-EI and EI-BI transition points at small and large
Coulomb interaction, Uc1�0.74 and Uc2�9.3, respectively,
agree with the Hartree-Fock results �see the dotted curve�.
The latter was proved analytically in Sec. II D. The inset
gives the U dependence of the EI order parameter at T=0.
For Uc1�U�Uc2, �� only slightly deviates from the corre-
sponding Hartree-Fock curve.

The variation in the other bosonic fields is depicted in Fig.
2, where the solid curves belong to the parameter values used
in Fig. 1. We see that the number of empty and double-
occupied sites, e2 and d2, is equal and goes to zero at the
EI-BI transition, where we have p0

2= pz
2=1 /2 at singly occu-

pied sites. Nonvanishing values of p�
2 and �

�2� indicate an EI
state, which demonstrates the importance of the �transverse�
spin-flip processes for the formation and maintenance of f-c
coherence. The slave-boson band shift 	2z

�2�	 in Eq. �61� in-
creases with increasing U �just as the Hartree shift�. Obvi-
ously, the area of the EI phase is enlarged if one reduces the
splitting of the f and c band centers �cf. the red dot-dashed

lines�. We include the data for the metastable EI solution at
E↑=0 �as discussed above, in this case the charge-density-
wave state will win�, in order to show that d2 and e2 stay
finite for all U. That means, for the orbital-degenerate EFKM
�z

�2�= 
̃=0�, our SO�2�-invariant slave-boson scheme will
not give the �artificial� transition into an insulating
Brinkmann-Rice-type correlated-insulator state.49 This tran-
sition is a well-known shortcoming of the scalar slave-boson
approach to the Hubbard model40 and has been also observed
applying the scalar slave-boson theory to the EFKM.37 The
effect becomes even more apparent by comparing the varia-
tion in the slave-boson band-renormalization factors z2.

Figure 3 shows that z2 vanishes within the scalar slave-
boson theory �right-hand panel� for E↑=0 at a critical inter-
action strength �UBR�14.5�, indicating the localization of
charge carriers, whereas in our theory the bandwidth will be
only slightly renormalized at this point �see left-hand panel�.
Interestingly, the band renormalization is rather small in the
EI phase as well �cf. the curves for E↑=−1.2,−2.4�. Here we
find z2�0.95, which explains the small deviation of the
slave-boson order parameter from its Hartree-Fock counter-
part �see inset of Fig. 1�.

Next we discuss the finite-temperature behavior. The
variation in the EI order parameter and of the band-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� U dependence of slave-boson fields and Lagrange parameters for different E↑ at T=0 ��=−0.8�.
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renormalization factor with T at fixed U is displayed in Fig.
4. Most important, in comparison with the Hartree-Fock
data, the critical temperature for the EI-semimetal/
semiconductor phase transition is significantly reduced �see
also Fig. 1�. Looking at z2�T�, this may be attributed to the
more precise treatment of correlations and occupation num-
ber fluctuations. At Tc, the order parameter vanishes, and we
observe a cusp in z2. Enhancing, above Tc, the temperature
further, the band renormalization goes on, where z2 now al-
ways decreases with increasing U.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependencies of the vari-
ous slave-boson fields and Lagrange parameters for U=6
�corresponding to the left-hand panel of Fig. 4�. As expected,
p� and �

�2� are monotonously decreasing functions of T,
with p��Tc�=�

�2��Tc�=0. The other fields exhibit a cusp
structure at Tc. At higher temperatures the probability of
finding double-occupied sites and empty sites increases. At
the same time, we find less singly occupied sites ���p0

2

+ pz
2�, which means that the increase in p0

2 is overcompen-
sated by the reduction in pz

2, indicating a more balanced oc-
cupation of f and c sites.

Finally, we analyze the partial f and c electron DOS,
�↑�E� and �↓�E�, defined via

n� =
1

N
�

k�
nk�� =� dE���E� , �81�

nk�↑ =
1

2
�1 + mk��nk�+ +

1

2
�1 − mk��nk�−, �82�

nk�↓ =
1

2
�1 − mk��nk�+ +

1

2
�1 + mk��nk�−, �83�

where n�k��� are the corresponding particle densities. Figure 6
gives �↑,↓�E� at the characteristic U-T points marked by I–IV
in the phase diagram of Fig. 1. Obviously, the high-
temperature phase may be viewed as a metal/semimetal
�panel I� or a small-gap semiconductor �panel II� in the
weak-to-intermediate or strong Coulomb-attraction regime.
Accordingly, the EI phase at low temperatures shows differ-
ent characteristics as well. As can be seen from panel III, a
correlation-induced “hybridization” gap opens in the DOS
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Band-renormalization factors at T=0 within SO�2�-invariant �left-hand panel� and scalar �right-hand panel�
slave-boson theory. Again, �=−0.8.
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Band-structure parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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with n−=1 �n+=0� at T=0, indicating EI long-range order.
The pronounced c-f state mixing and strong enhancement of
the DOS at the upper/lower valence/conducting band edges
reminds a BCS-type pairing evolving from a �semi-� metallic
state with a large Fermi surface above Tc. By contrast, the
zero-temperature DOS shown in panel IV evolves from an
already gapped high-temperature phase. Here, preformed
pairs �excitons� may exist,6,36 which undergo a BEC transi-
tion at Tc.

IV. SUMMARY

In this work we studied the extended Falicov-Kimball
model with respect to the formation of an exciton conden-
sate, which is related to the problem of electronic ferroelec-
tricity. Motivated by the discrepancy concerning the exis-
tence of the EI phase within the Hartree-Fock and scalar
slave-boson approaches, we developed an SO�2�-invariant
slave-boson theory. The main result is that our improved
slave-boson scheme is capable of describing the EI phase in
a parameter region agreeing, at zero temperature, with
Hartree-Fock �and, in 2D, constrained path Monte Carlo� re-
sults. This is in striking contrast to recent findings by the

scalar slave-boson approach,37 which fails to detect the EI
phase in the case of nondegenerate f and c orbitals. The
agreement of the zero-temperature semimetal→EI and EI
→band-insulator transition points with the Hartree-Fock and
Monte Carlo values is ascribed to a rather weak band renor-
malization at T=0. At finite temperature, band-
renormalization effects due to electronic correlations and
particle number fluctuations become important, and, as a re-
sult, our slave-boson theory yields significantly lower transi-
tion temperatures than Hartree-Fock. From the analysis of
the partial f , c, and quasiparticle densities of states, in the EI
phase a crossover from a BCS-type condensate to a Bose-
Einstein condensate of preformed excitons may be sug-
gested. The results of our investigations may form the basis
of forthcoming studies, e.g., on the effects of fluctuations
around the saddle point, allowing the calculation of pseu-
dospin and charge susceptibilities for the EFKM on an equal
footing.
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